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FOUR PATHWAYS TO A LARGER LIFE

**SUPERQUALITY**

**SUPERCHARACTER**

**QUALITY**
VISIONARY
TO SEE MORE

**CLARITY**

**SUPERPOWER**

MOVEMENT FOR GROWTH

EMERGING to higher resonance by appreciating.

ENGAGING others as equals. The courage to be our full creative being.

EMBRACING oneself with compassion so can give more love to others.

EXPANDING into our true self and owning our worth.

**SUPERCHARACTER**

**ARTIST**
TO BE MORE

**COURAGE**
EXCELLENCE

**SUPERCHARACTER**

**HEALER**
TO GIVE MORE

**COMPASSION**
LOVE

**SUPERCHARACTER**

**TRUTHTELLER**
TO LIVE MORE

**CONFIDENCE**

**WISDOM**

**DESIRE**

To be seen and known as we are.

To be ourselves and be real.

Love ourselves so we can love others.

Trust and understand ourselves so we trust and understand others.

**TRAGIC FIGURE**

Scapegoat (blame for what goes wrong)

Saboteur (self-defeating behavior)

Martyr (suffering to please others)

Skeptic (difficulty believing in oneself)

**BACKSTORY**

I feel exposed. I am not enough.

I am not perfect as I am.

I am no one. I’m afraid to feel.

I feel anxious and I’m not in control.

**FEAR/NEED**

Inferiority/Significance

Rejection/Belonging

Finality/Community

Chaos/Safety

**UNIVERSAL ADDICTION**

Focus on Negative

Focus on Perfection

Focus on Intensity

Focus on Seeking Answers

**SELF**

The **CLARITY** to see self truthfully and imagine where we want to go.

The **COURAGE** use our creative authority to manifest the extraordinary.

The **COMPASSION** to love and forgive ourselves so we can give more love to others.

The **CONFIDENCE** to trust ourselves and our worth by using our gifts for greater purpose.
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